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Abstract

A devastating tsunami struck Palu Bay in the wake of the 28 September 2018 M$ {\mathrm{w}}=7.5$ Palu earthquake

(Sulawesi, Indonesia). With a predominantly strike-slip mechanism, the question remains whether this unexpected tsunami

was generated by the earthquake itself, or rather by earthquake-induced landslides. In this study we examine the tsunami

potential of the co-seismic deformation. To this end, we present a novel geodetic dataset of GPS and multiple SAR-derived

displacement fields to estimate a 3D co-seismic surface deformation field. The data reveal a number of fault bends, conforming

to our interpretation of the tectonic setting as a transtensional basin. Using a Bayesian framework, we provide robust finite

fault solutions of the co-seismic slip distribution, incorporating several scenarios of tectonically feasible fault orientations below

the bay. These finite fault scenarios involve large co-seismic uplift (˜2 m) below the bay due to thrusting on a restraining

fault bend that connects the offshore continuation of two parallel onshore fault segments. With the co-seismic displacement

estimates as input we simulate a number of tsunami cases. For most locations for which video-derived tsunami waveforms are

available our models provide a qualitative fit to leading wave arrival times and polarity. The modeled tsunamis explain most of

the observed runup. We conclude that co-seismic deformation was the main driver behind the tsunami that followed the Palu

earthquake. Our unique geodetic dataset constrains vertical motions of the sea floor, and sheds new light on the tsunamigenesis

of strike-slip faults in transtensional basins.
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Key Points:18

• New GPS observations as part of a geodetic solution for the full 3D onshore co-19

seismic displacements of the 2018 Palu earthquake.20

• Below Palu Bay we find a strong indication of dip-slip on a fault bend, agreeing21

with the notion of Palu Valley being a transtensional basin.22

• A large part of the tsunami, both in terms of arrival times and runup heights, can23

be explained by coseismic slip.24
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Abstract25

A devastating tsunami struck Palu Bay in the wake of the 28 September 2018 Mw =26

7.5 Palu earthquake (Sulawesi, Indonesia). With a predominantly strike-slip mechanism,27

the question remains whether this unexpected tsunami was generated by the earthquake28

itself, or rather by earthquake-induced landslides. In this study we examine the tsunami29

potential of the co-seismic deformation. To this end, we present a novel geodetic dataset30

of GPS and multiple SAR-derived displacement fields to estimate a 3D co-seismic sur-31

face deformation field. The data reveal a number of fault bends, conforming to our in-32

terpretation of the tectonic setting as a transtensional basin. Using a Bayesian frame-33

work, we provide robust finite fault solutions of the co-seismic slip distribution, incor-34

porating several scenarios of tectonically feasible fault orientations below the bay. These35

finite fault scenarios involve large co-seismic uplift (>2 m) below the bay due to thrust-36

ing on a restraining fault bend that connects the offshore continuation of two parallel37

onshore fault segments. With the co-seismic displacement estimates as input we simu-38

late a number of tsunami cases. For most locations for which video-derived tsunami wave-39

forms are available our models provide a qualitative fit to leading wave arrival times and40

polarity. The modeled tsunamis explain most of the observed runup. We conclude that41

co-seismic deformation was the main driver behind the tsunami that followed the Palu42

earthquake. Our unique geodetic dataset constrains vertical motions of the sea floor, and43

sheds new light on the tsunamigenesis of strike-slip faults in transtensional basins.44

Plain Language Summary45

The 28th September Palu earthquake ruptured the Palu-Koro fault in NW Sulawesi,46

Indonesia, and was followed by a devastating tsunami in Palu Bay. As the Palu-Koro47

fault accommodates mostly horizontal motion, many studies proposed that sub-marine48

landslides, rather than the earthquake itself, triggered the tsunami. This study focuses49

on the contribution of the earthquake to sea floor displacements. We present a unique50

geodetic dataset and estimate a high-resolution 3D displacement field. The rupture is51

not a straight feature in the landscape, but rather contains bends. It is near those bends52

that significant vertical displacements occurred. From the onshore geodetic data we in-53

fer another fault bend below Palu Bay. Estimations of fault slip for several scenarios of54

offshore fault geometries point to a few meters of sea floor uplift. We use these slip mod-55

els as input for tsunami models, and can qualitatively explain the observations of tsunami56

runup heights and video-based tsunami arrival times around Palu Bay. Only at a few57

locations our models cannot explain tsunami observations, which leaves open the con-58

tribution of other possible sources to the tsunami locally. The Palu case underlines the59

potential importance of fault bends to tsunami generation for similar tectonic settings60

around the world.61

1 Introduction62

The 28 September 2018 Palu Mw = 7.5 earthquake ruptured the Palu-Koro strike-63

slip fault in northwestern Sulawesi (USGS, 2018) (Figure 1). The event was quickly fol-64

lowed by tsunami waves that first arrived 2-5 minutes after the rupture (Yalçıner et al.,65

2018; Takagi et al., 2019; Carvajal et al., 2019). Tsunami waves hit the coast of Palu Bay,66

but areas north of the bay, along the Makassar Strait, were hardly affected (Yalçıner et67

al., 2018; Omira et al., 2019), even though these areas are at comparable distances to68

the rupture. The unexpected amplitude of the tsunami and the timing of the earthquake69

increased the damage and may have caused additional casualties; the earthquake occurred70

at sunset when many people were present on the beach, at rising sea tide (at 80% of high71

tide, about 0.85 m). Furthermore, there have been numerous reports of landslides directly72

at the coast (Omira et al., 2019; Takagi et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020), while liquefaction-73

induced landslides in Palu Valley destroyed suburban areas (Bradley et al., 2019; Watkin-74
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son & Hall, 2019). From a tsunami-generation perspective, an important question quickly75

arose: was the tsunami a result of co-seismic displacements of the sea floor, or did sec-76

ondary effects such as (sub-marine) landslides play a major role (Arikawa et al., 2018;77

Muhari et al., 2018)?78

The Palu-Koro fault, which runs underneath the city of Palu, accommodates ap-79

proximately 4 cm/yr left-lateral relative plate motion (Walpersdorf, Rangin, & Vigny,80

1998; Stevens et al., 1999; Bellier et al., 2001). However, interseismically the segment81

at Palu Bay and Valley is locked at shallow depths (down to 12 km), as indicated by GPS-82

derived velocities across the Palu-Koro fault (Walpersdorf, Vigny, et al., 1998; Socquet83

et al., 2006). This results in a steady accumulation of slip deficit. It was therefore clear84

that Palu is situated in an area with a high seismic hazard (Cipta et al., 2017; Watkin-85

son & Hall, 2017). Geological (Bellier et al., 2006), geomorphological (Bellier et al., 1998,86

2001) and geodetic observations (Walpersdorf, Vigny, et al., 1998; Socquet et al., 2006)87

clearly indicate that the Palu-Koro fault is an active fault system, even though seismo-88

logical observations for a high-magnitude rupture are lacking (Watkinson & Hall, 2017).89

Pelinovsky et al. (1997) and Prasetya et al. (2001) attributed three tsunamis hitting Su-90

lawesi’s west coast over the last century to earthquakes in the Palu-Koro zone, even though91

the inferred source mechanisms indicated thrust and normal earthquakes rather than strike-92

slip.93

The Quaternary activity of the prominent Palu-Koro fault is characterized in the94

geomorphology by very narrow, steep valleys as the fault runs through central Sulawesi95

(Katili, 1970; Bellier et al., 1998). The Palu-Koro fault system branches out at the sur-96

face, entering Palu Valley from the south, as it continues towards Palu Bay as a transten-97

sional system; steep, valley-dipping normal faults bound the valley at the base of the sur-98

rounding mountain systems (Bellier et al., 1998; Watkinson & Hall, 2017). The transten-99

sional nature of the Palu-Koro fault indicates the possibility for dip-slip components that100

increase vertical surface displacements during earthquakes, similar to what has been pro-101

posed for the Sea of Marmara region of the North Anatolian fault (Tinti et al., 2006).102

This may allow for large tsunami amplitudes during strike-slip earthquakes while the dom-103

inant motions are expected to be horizontal.104

Seismological studies inferred that the Mw = 7.5 rupture started 72 km north of105

Palu (USGS, 2018), and propagated southwards at supershear velocity (i.e. faster than106

the shear wave velocity of the crust) (Bao et al., 2019). The seismologically inferred slip107

type is predominantly strike-slip but with a distinct dip-slip contribution, and peak slip108

has been mapped close to the surface (USGS, 2018; Yolsal-Çevikbilen & Taymaz, 2019;109

Li et al., 2020). Optical satellite data (Sotiris et al., 2018; Socquet et al., 2019) indicate110

that the southern part of the rupture reached the surface, and ran parallel with the fault111

traces as mapped prior to the earthquake (Watkinson & Hall, 2017; Wu et al., 2020). Con-112

trastingly, north of Palu Bay these satellite data indicate a north-south oriented rupture113

through the Sulawesi Neck that does not follow a previously mapped major fault, as the114

northern continuation of the Palu-Koro fault was considered to continue offshore (Fig-115

ure 1) (e.g., Bellier et al. (2001)).116

Observations of the time evolution of the tsunami are sparse; there is only a sin-117

gle direct measurement of sea level at the tide gauge in Palu Bay, complemented by anal-118

yses from tsunami videos and interviews with witnesses (Yalçıner et al., 2018; Takagi et119

al., 2019). Both eyewitness accounts as well as video analyses (Carvajal et al., 2019) in-120

dicate a complex tsunami evolution, with multiple waves arriving from different direc-121

tions. As an embayment like Palu Bay has the potential to produce reflected tsunami122

waves, it is inherently difficult to discern whether all observed tsunami fronts are gen-123

erated by reflection of one major, tectonically induced tsunami, or whether multiple land-124

slides are simultaneously producing waves. Surveys of inundation and runup heights sug-125

gest short wavelength tsunamis as runup distances are relatively short (Omira et al., 2019;126

Putra et al., 2019; Switzer et al., 2019). Multiple studies reported evidence for the oc-127
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currence of sub-marine landslides along the Bay coast (Arikawa et al., 2018; Omira et128

al., 2019; Takagi et al., 2019; Sassa & Takagawa, 2019) and their significance for gener-129

ating tsunami waves in the bay (Pakoksung et al., 2019; Sepúlveda et al., 2020; Williamson130

et al., 2020; Schambach et al., 2020). Still, only for a few locations along the bay it has131

been possible to detect likely sources from bathymetry changes and put quantitative con-132

straints on the displaced volumes (Liu et al., 2020). Many of the aforementioned stud-133

ies have advocated for a dominant contribution of submarine landslides in generating the134

tsunami after the earthquake. Yet, due to a lack of accurate geodetic constraints, such135

as co-seismic GPS displacements, the offshore co-seismic displacement and its impact on136

generating tsunami waves have not been well constrained. The open question is still: can137

we find a geologically acceptable faulting model that agrees with observed surface de-138

formation, and that also reproduces the tsunami observations without additional land-139

slides?140

To answer this question, we present a novel dataset of co-seismic GPS displacements141

combined with a large set of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) pixel offsets and SAR in-142

terferometry (InSAR) to resolve simultaneously the near and far field surface displace-143

ments associated with the Mw 7.5 Palu earthquake. Our combination of geodetic obser-144

vations yields improved constraints on the co-seismic 3D displacement field; especially145

the vertical surface motions are much better determined compared to previous studies146

that relied on InSAR or optical correlation displacements only (Socquet et al., 2019; Ul-147

rich et al., 2019; Fang et al., 2019; Jamelot et al., 2019; Sepúlveda et al., 2020; Williamson148

et al., 2020). Using this extensive set of geodetic data, we estimate a robust finite fault149

solution of the co-seismic slip distribution in a Bayesian inversion. As parts of the fault150

run below Palu Bay, these are only observed indirectly. Hence, we test multiple scenar-151

ios of tectonically feasible orientations of fault segments running below the bay. We then152

perform forward tsunami models based on the finite fault scenarios, and examine those153

against the available tsunami timing and runup height observations. Thereby, our study154

aims at providing a better view on the role of co-seismic sea floor displacements in driv-155

ing the devastating tsunami in Palu Bay.156

2 Data157

2.1 GPS network158

Since the first campaign-style GPS surveys in Sulawesi for the 1994-1998 time win-159

dow (Wilson et al., 1998), TU Delft and ENS, in corporation with the Badan Informasi160

Geospasial (BIG) and Institut Teknologi Bandung, have gradually densified the GPS mon-161

ument network to ∼ 40 data points around the Palu-Koro fault and in North Sulawesi.162

The campaign stations have been surveyed on a yearly basis, and there are 5 continu-163

ous stations near the Palu-Koro fault. Before, during and after the Mw = 7.5 earth-164

quake all 5 continuous GPS stations near the Palu-Koro fault were operational, collect-165

ing data at 30 or 1 s intervals. Many of the GPS points have been surveyed less than a166

year earlier in campaign-style, including 4 GPS points in Palu surveyed just 1.5 months167

prior to the earthquake. In the following 2-5 weeks after the earthquake, all available GPS168

campaign points (35) have been re-surveyed for at least 3 full days. Figure 1 shows the169

co-seismic displacements, computed using 1) high-rate kinematic GPS solutions (for con-170

tinuous GPS with large displacements), 2) by differencing solutions spanning 12 days be-171

fore and 12 days after the earthquake (for continuous sites with smaller displacements),172

and 3) by differencing multi-day averaged positions with extrapolated pre-earthquake173

positions corrected for linear velocities (campaign sites). Supplemental section 2 provides174

technical details, and all co-seismic offsets can be found in supplementary table S1.175
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Figure 1. Left panel: horizontal GPS co-seismic displacements (with 95% confidence el-

lipses), topography, and onshore fault traces (dotted white line) as obtained from SAR data. The

straight black line shows the continuation of the Palu-Koro fault as proposed in literature (e.g.,

Bellier et al. (2006)), but which deviates from the 2018 surface rupture. Right panel: vertical

GPS displacements (with 95% confidence intervals shown as circles). Vertical displacements at

sites below 2σ are not shown (black dots). We use a different scaling for the large displacements

(red) and small displacements (blue), see the example vectors. All co-seismic offsets can be found

in supplemental table S1.
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2.2 SAR data processing176

We apply InSAR, multiple aperture InSAR (MAI), and pixel-offset tracking to ALOS-177

2 SAR data in the L-band frequency range, to obtain a detailed co-seismic surface de-178

formation field. The post-earthquake SAR data were acquired between 4 and 27 days179

since the event (see supplementary table S3). L-band SAR data is much more suitable180

than C-band for a vegetated area like Sulawesi, in terms of coherence (e.g., Rosen et al.181

(1996)). Each of these techniques observes different components of the displacement field,182

and has its own strengths and weaknesses. InSAR reveals line-of-sight deformation with183

high precision, but it has almost no sensitivity to deformation in the north-south direc-184

tion, due to a near-polar orbit. Furthermore, InSAR tends to be decorrelated in the ar-185

eas of large displacement; as figure 2 shows, there are gaps for InSAR for most areas ad-186

jacent to the rupture, both in the Sulawesi Neck and Palu Valley. In contrast, MAI gives187

displacement along track and is mostly sensitive to deformation in the north-south di-188

rection, although its precision is lower than that of InSAR (Bechor & Zebker, 2006; Jung189

et al., 2009). Pixel-offset tracking has a lower precision still, but provides estimates of190

deformation in both the line-of-sight and along-track directions, even in areas of large191

deformation (Michel et al., 1999; Tobita et al., 2001). We use a pair of ScanSAR data192

and four pairs of Stripmap data to cover the whole deformation area from both ascend-193

ing and descending orbits (Supplementary table S3). We downsample the processed SAR-194

derived data set using quadtrees (Decriem et al., 2010) and estimate errors for each data195

set by computing 1-D semivariograms (Bagnardi & Hooper, 2018) over the non-deforming196

regions (see supplementary section 3.1). The lower panel of figure 2 shows the different197

levels of uncertainty of the used SAR products, which also agree well with the level of198

misfit with the (projected) GPS observations. Combined, these SAR products provide199

a complete view of the 3D co-seismic displacement field. Lower precision techniques prove200

useful as these cover the regions with large displacements on the order of meters, near201

the surface rupture, where InSAR lacks a solution.202

2.3 Estimation of 3D displacements203

The multiple SAR-derived displacements fields have highly complementary sensi-204

tivities to all directions of the displacement field, but are difficult to interpret simulta-205

neously. Therefore, we estimate a continuous 3D displacement field from the SAR dis-206

placement fields to combine the different looking directions, while the GPS data serve207

to remove offsets and linear trends in the SAR displacements. We invert for the north,208

east and up displacements and linear trends in the SAR displacements unrelated to the209

co-seismic deformation, on a triangular mesh in a single linear least squares inversion,210

similar to H. Wang and Wright (2012). To incorporate the SAR fields in the inversion,211

we construct Green’s functions that relate surface displacement to the SAR observation212

direction (Wright et al., 2004). We increase the local influence of the GPS data using213

spatial smoothing, by including a Laplacian operator in the inversion. The variable mesh214

size follows the spatial variability of the SAR displacements, and as we apply the same215

amount of smoothing between all neighboring mesh elements, the relative smoothing is216

dominated by the spatial variability of the SAR displacement fields. In this way we make217

optimal use of the SAR spatial resolution. In supplementary section 4 we provide de-218

tails on the inversion procedure, the effect of smoothing, and on the propagation of data219

uncertainties.220

2.4 Displacement field221

The combination of SAR and GPS data provides a consistent co-seismic displace-222

ment field, as depicted in figure 3, with residuals generally on the order of the data un-223

certainties (supplemental figure S8). We find good signal-to-noise ratios for the north224

and east displacements in the area of interest, and for the vertical displacements around225

the faults (see uncertainties in supplementary figures S4 and S5, that also show north226

–6–
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Figure 2. SAR data availability: areas covered by displacement fields from InSAR, MAI, and

SAR range and azimuth offsets (asc: ascending orbits; des: descending orbits). Supplementary

table S3 provides details on the ALOS-2 data used. The arrow indicates the observation direc-

tion, where a ⊗ denotes a vertical component (down looking) for InSAR and range offsets. The

dark gray line depicts the surface trace. The lower panels indicate: the respective misfits with

spatially overlapping GPS data, projected onto the same looking direction as the SAR data, and

after removing an estimated offset ramp for the SAR fields, and the estimated standard devia-

tion error, calculated for the SAR displacement field using semivariograms. We have estimated

semivariograms for each SAR displacement field in areas unaffected by co-seismic displacements,

hence the semivariogram standard deviation σ should be indicative for the noise level of each

SAR product. For the computation of the RMS misfit with the GPS data, misfits larger than 2

times the RMS are removed as outliers. Supplementary figure S13 shows all SAR-derived dis-

placement fields.

.
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and east displacements separately). Approximately north-south displacements along the227

main Palu fault are the dominant motions; the largest displacements occurred on the east228

side of the fault in Palu Valley, see label (a) in figure 3. The displacement field shows229

a sharp discontinuity south of the Bay, with several meters of displacement east of the230

surface break, suggesting extensive shallow slip along the Palu Valley rupture segment.231

On the other hand, we find a gradual gradient in the left-lateral motion north of the Bay232

(b) up to the epicenter (mostly informed by the SAR azimuth offsets and MAI, see sup-233

plementary figure S13). Fault-perpendicular horizontal motions at the lateral ends of the234

rupture (c) indicate the expected quadrupole pattern of left-lateral slip, with minor patches235

of eastward motion east of the fault in Palu Valley (supplementary figure S4). The near-236

field vertical displacements are small in general, on the order of a few tens of cm. Only237

around the restraining fault bend (d) in southern Palu Valley co-seismic subsidence ex-238

ceeds 1 meter. Similarly, we find local areas with uplift at the locations where we infer239

right-stepping fault bends in the Sulawesi Neck, north of the Bay (e). For a left-lateral240

fault system, the subsidence is in agreement with extension on a dilatational (releasing)241

fault bend while the uplift agrees with compressional (restraining) fault bends (Oglesby,242

2005). For a graphical explanation of restraining and releasing fault bends, see figure 4.243

Around Palu City we observe only small subsidence values on the order of ∼ 20 cm (e.g.244

site PL18, see table S1), and this general subsidence of a few decimeter applies to most245

of Palu Valley (f). Subsidence and NNW motion in the Sulawesi Neck (g) suggest nor-246

mal faulting east of the main fault. Around the northern end of the onshore part of the247

fault (h) we obtain widespread subsidence.248

3 Transtension in the Palu-Koro fault region of NW Sulawesi249

The tectonic setting of Palu Valley and Bay250

The Palu-Koro fault is a mature strike-slip fault as it has accommodated up to 150-251

250 km of left-lateral motion since the end of the Miocene (Bellier et al., 2006; Walpers-252

dorf, Rangin, & Vigny, 1998). Mature strike-slip faults commonly display complex struc-253

tural features in the upper crust overlying a single, planar strike-slip fault at depth, thereby254

deviating from the concept of a single fault place cutting the entire lithosphere (Tchalenko,255

1970). Indications that the Palu-Koro fault is structurally complex are: 1) the maturity256

of the fault system, evidenced by the rectilinear geometry of the Palu Valley and Bay257

(graben-like) depression, sitting in between two mountain ranges with peaks >2 km (Abendanon,258

1915; Katili, 1970), 2) the presence of large vertical offsets on steep valley-dipping faults,259

which display notable strike-slip displacements (Katili, 1970; Bellier et al., 1998; Watkin-260

son & Hall, 2017; Patria & Putra, 2020), 3) an onshore releasing bend (indicated by d261

in figure 3), as well as an offset between the fault trace north and south of the bay dur-262

ing the co-seismic rupture.263

These geological observations must be taken into account when considering a co-264

seismic slip distribution on a finite fault plane. Namely, the observed surface deforma-265

tion field (figure 3) is only constrained on land, and therefore cannot be directly used266

to understand the tsunami. The geology suggests that the offset between the fault trace267

north and south of the bay may be due to a fault bend inside the bay. As this poten-268

tial fault bend would be right-stepping within the left-lateral Palu fault it will be a trans-269

pressional structure, in an overall transtensional setting. We aim to develop a physical270

fault model that reproduces the observations plus the seismic moment tensor. Surface271

faulting does not necessarily continue in the subsurface with the same fault orientation,272

so that we need to tailor our finite fault model to the tectonic setting of Palu Valley and273

Bay. Lacking direct seismic profiles across the Palu-Koro fault, we consider fault struc-274

tures in similar geological settings worldwide.275

Often, strike-slip faults are characterized by a system of continuously developing276

Riedel shear faults at the surface, rather than a single straight fault trace (Tchalenko,277

–8–
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Figure 3. Estimated surface displacements, inverted from SAR and GPS displacements.

Left panel: horizontal displacements, with observed GPS vectors in black. Right panel: esti-

mated vertical displacements, with uplift defined as positive. Circles denote GPS sites, where

the color shows the observed vertical displacements. Black continuous line shows the surface rup-

ture in Palu Valley, the dashed line shows the presumed surface trace north of the bay, following

the gradual transition from southwards to northwards deformation. Notable features: a, sharp

transition in north-south displacements in Palu Valley; b) smooth transition in north-south dis-

placements showing an absence of localized surface rupture; c) east-west displacements consistent

with the ends of a left-lateral strike-slip rupture; d) subsidence at a southern releasing fault bend;

e) uplifting areas consistent with compressional fault bends; f) general subsidence in Palu Valley;

g) displacements suggesting normal faulting parallel to the main rupture; h) subsidence at the

west coast of the Sulawesi Neck. Supplementary figures S4 and S5 contain the uncertainties of

the displacement fields. We fit the GPS displacements well within the observation uncertainties,

see supplemental figure S6.
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Figure 4. Interpretation of fault strikes in the 2018 rupture area as Riedel shears. (Upper

left) Schematic illustration of subsidiary faults in a left-lateral shear zone. With respect to an

underlying main shear zone or fault (Y), Riedel shears form at fixed orientations: ∼15 degrees for

R shears, and ∼75 degrees for R’ shears (Tchalenko, 1970). The minor P and antithetic P’ shears

are oriented approximately symmetric across the main fault compared to the R and R’ shears.

Tensional (T) and compressive (C) faults arise perpendicular to the positive (σ3) and negative

(σ1) horizontal stress directions, respectively. (Upper right) Schematic illustration of azimuthal

bends of the main fault in the along-strike direction. Relative motion causes a releasing bend

with normal faulting and basin formation, or a restraining bend with reverse faulting (i.e. thrust-

ing) and local uplift (Crowell, 1974). (Lower left) Rose diagram of the strikes of the active fault

trace from the 2018 rupture and other features in the structural geology of the Palu-Koro fault

region (Bellier et al., 1998, 2006; Leeuwen & Muhardjo, 2005; Hennig et al., 2017; Watkinson

& Hall, 2017; Jaya et al., 2019; Natawidjaja et al., 2020) overlying the Riedel shear system of

a main fault striking ∼350 degrees. (Lower right) The same rose diagram overlying a system of

Riedel shear fault orientations where the main fault runs parallel to the easternmost limb of the

negative flower structure (i.e., approximately parallel to the western coast of Palu Bay, striking

∼340 degrees).
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1970). The upper left panel of figure 4 shows such a generic set of subsidiary faults that278

accommodate strain within a fault zone. Such a set is comprised of subsidiary faults that279

accommodate strain within the fault zone, and is comprised of several fault types (R,280

R’, P, T, C) with distinct orientations and relative motions with respect to the main fault/shear281

zone at depth (Y). Figure 4, upper right panel, displays the potential development of re-282

leasing bends (resulting in extension due to normal faults) or restraining bends (result-283

ing in shortening due to reverse faults) in case the main fault trace locally changes strike284

(Crowell, 1974).285

Releasing bends can lead to the formation of a transtensional basin, where faults286

may form a negative flower structure when observed in a vertical cross-section (Harding,287

1985). The subsiding basin that centers the shallow section of the negative flower struc-288

ture is bound by faults that dip steeply at the surface. The relative displacement on these289

faults can be both normal and strike-slip. The dip angle changes with depth for many290

of these faults such that faults that are parallel at the surface converge at depth to a sub-291

vertical, deeper main fault (Harding, 1985). Previously, Watkinson and Hall (2017) ar-292

gued for such a straight, cross-basin fault at depth for Palu Valley. Various splay faults293

thus reach the surface from a single, buried, main fault that is continuous at depth, whilst294

the shallow architecture of a transtensional basin may be very complex (Aksu et al., 2000;295

Laigle et al., 2008). We summarize in figure 5 our interpretation of the Palu-Koro fault296

as a transtensional basin, characterized by a negative flower structure in the Palu Val-297

ley and Bay region.298

Interpretation of fault orientations as Riedel shears299

Surface-breaking faults of a negative flower structure do not have to trace the strike300

of buried main faults in transtensional basins strictly, as is the case in the Sea of Mar-301

mara (Aksu et al., 2000; Yalçıner et al., 2002; Laigle et al., 2008). Hence, we interpret302

surface faults as being consistent with Riedel shear orientations (upper left panel of fig-303

ure 4), linked to an underlying fault. We take the strikes of the fault structures traced304

from the 2018 fault rupture and other features in the structural geology of the Palu-Koro305

fault region between 0.12N and -1.27S (Bellier et al., 1998; Leeuwen & Muhardjo, 2005;306

Watkinson & Hall, 2017; Natawidjaja et al., 2020). In the lower panels of figure 4 we com-307

pare these fault strikes with the subsidiary fault orientations of a Riedel shear system308

(Tchalenko, 1970) considering two scenarios: a main fault striking ∼350 degrees, and a309

main fault that strikes parallel to the previously hypothesized main fault that bounds310

the west side of Palu Valley and Bay at ∼340 degrees (e.g., Walpersdorf, Vigny, et al.311

(1998); Bellier et al. (2001, 2006); Natawidjaja et al. (2020)). Both these options fall within312

the observed maximum horizontal stress directions (Heidbach et al., 2018). Only a main313

fault striking at 350 degrees leads to a Riedel shear system that is in agreement with the314

observed fault distribution in the deformation zone of the Palu-Koro fault, leading to a315

distinctly more northward rather than NNW orientation. In our interpretation, illustrated316

by figure 5, the west side of Palu Valley and Bay would be a Riedel shear (R) and the317

outer limb of the negative flower. The east side of Palu Valley and Bay denote more dis-318

tributed deformation, with multiple discontinuous fault strands.319

We find orientations of normal faults (T) in the Riedel shear system at releasing320

bends at the southern entrance of Palu Valley and within Palu Bay, along the eastern321

side of Palu Valley and just offshore Balaesang Peninsula (Natawidjaja et al., 2020). In322

our interpretation, the deep continuation of the Palu-Koro fault strikes away from the323

west side of the Palu Valley and Bay, and runs beneath the Sulawesi Neck instead, just324

east of Palu Bay. The 2018 rupture started above this hypothesized deep segment be-325

low the Sulawesi Neck, and only south of Palu Bay follows the western faults of the Palu-326

Koro fault system.327
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Figure 5. Synoptic view of the transtensional setting (i.e., a combination of strike-slip and

normal faulting) of the Palu-Koro fault in the Palu Valley and Palu Bay region, using the active

fault trace from the 2018 rupture and other features in the structural geology (Bellier et al., 1998,

2006; Leeuwen & Muhardjo, 2005; Hennig et al., 2017; Watkinson & Hall, 2017; Jaya et al., 2019;

Natawidjaja et al., 2020). In our interpretation, the Palu Valley and Bay region is the down-

thrown part of a negative flower structure; the westernmost limb runs along the west side of Palu

Valley and Bay (red line) with many offset terraces, streams and cut alluvial fans and the largest

normal motion (Bellier et al., 1998, 2001, 2006; Watkinson & Hall, 2017; Patria & Putra, 2020).

The eastern side of Palu Valley and Bay displays more distributed differential motion (Watkinson

& Hall, 2017; Natawidjaja et al., 2020). The Central Palu Bay segment (Natawidjaja et al., 2020)

appears relevant for the 2018 rupture trace only up to the point where the rupture changes strike

abruptly towards the Sulawesi Neck, shown here with a dotted black line (see also figure 3). Be-

low the bay, we expect a fault bend that connects the parallel fault strands north and south of

the bay. Being a right stepping fault segment on a left-lateral strike slip fault, we foresee trans-

pressional deformation (i.e., a combination of strike-slip and thrust faulting) on this restraining

fault bend. In our interpretation, the main fault at depth has a strike of ∼ 350 degrees, up to

the point where it leaves Palu Valley in the south, from where it changes strike southward. The

vertical offsets have been exaggerated for visual purposes.
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Transtensional basin structure of Palu Valley and Bay328

A deep continuation of the Palu-Koro fault just onshore the eastern side of Palu329

Bay is also supported by pre-2018 inter-seismic displacements across the fault, as observed330

by the GPS transect of Socquet et al. (2006). Their fault model includes locking down331

to 12 km depth, and has a strike parallel to the previously discussed hypothesis of a main332

fault at the west side of the Bay, similar as Stevens et al. (1999). However, as GPS vec-333

tor azimuths in Socquet et al. (2006) show a consistent clockwise misfit of 5-15 degrees,334

we suggest that a ∼ 350 degrees strike of the deep continuation of the Palu-Koro fault335

may solve these azimuthal misfits. We note that a structural interpretation of the Palu336

Valley and Bay (and further offshore) domain as a pull-apart basin (Natawidjaja et al.,337

2020) does not fit this geodetic observation, as this would require a northward contin-338

uation of the main, deep fault west of the Bay. Furthermore, a pull-apart basin does not339

match the subsidiary Riedel shear fault orientations well (lower right panel of figure 4).340

The hypocenter distribution beneath and offshore the Sulawesi Neck (Supendi et al., 2020)341

agrees with our structural interpretation of the transtensional basin system with (po-342

tential) activity on multiple fault strands (especially before the 2018 event). The post-343

earthquake seismicity does seem to show a preference to the Sulawesi Neck, surround-344

ing our inferred main fault at depth.345

The tectonic setting of strike-slip faults does not commonly lead to tsunamigenic346

earthquakes, due to the predominance of co-seismic surface motions in the horizontal plane.347

The transtensional nature of the Palu-Koro fault, with multiple fault segments at shal-348

low levels, indicates the possibility for dip-slip components that enhance vertical surface349

displacements during earthquakes. The Palu-Koro fault thus hosts potential for local-350

ized vertical sub-marine motions able to generate tsunamis (similar to the cases described351

by Geist and Zoback (1999); Tinti et al. (2006)).352

4 Fault slip and tsunami modelling353

4.1 Fault model and inversion354

We invert the observed surface displacements to constrain the co-seismic fault slip355

distribution. For the onshore part, the fault trace is clearly visible, as shown by figure356

3, especially in Palu Valley (a similar inference has been made from optical data (Sotiris357

et al., 2018)), and that allows us to clearly define successive fault segments. Because we358

do not have direct observations of the course of the ruptured fault below the bay we con-359

sider multiple scenarios for fault geometries there. Modeling suggest that the presence360

of a fault bend that links the northern and southern segments increases the ability for361

the rupture to propagate (Oglesby, 2005). The displacement field at the location where362

the fault enters the bay suggests a strike change in the direction of the southern part of363

the fault (figure 3), which is in favor of a continuous rupture from north to south. Fur-364

thermore, the analysis by Biasi and Wesnousky (2016) of mapped surface ruptures in-365

dicates that an earthquake passing a >5 km step-over, as would result from a discon-366

tinuity between the northern and southern fault strands, is relatively rare for strike-slip.367

Nevertheless, we also test a scenario where we treat the rupture as discontinuous (e.g.368

Williamson et al. (2020)). In all cases, we are looking for a minimum-complexity fault369

model with a single fault strand, as the seismological moment tensor is a dominantly (90%)370

double couple (USGS, 2018). We treat the orientation of the connecting fault segments371

below the bay as a free parameter. Because we lack a priori information about the dip372

orientation of the ruptured fault, we solve for the dip angle of each segment in the in-373

version. As the fault likely has a negative flower structure (see figure 5 for a schematic374

representation), the dip angle is likely to change with depth. For the cross-basin deep375

fault (Watkinson & Hall, 2017) we assume a single deep fault that underlies the shal-376

low fault segments, with an approximate 350 degree strike (see section 3). Two areas,377

distinct from the main strike-slip rupture, show notable subsidence and horizontal dis-378
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placement perpendicular to the main fault that we interpret as slip on normal faults: east379

of the main fault in the Sulawesi Neck (point g in figure 3) and northwest of the main380

fault in the Balaesang peninsula (as also proposed by Socquet et al. (2019)).381

4.1.1 Fault segmentation and discretization382

We use 16 fault segments to characterize the fault geometry; 13 segments belong383

to the main fault: A to M from the south to north, including four fault bend segments384

(B, H, I, and K) that differ in strike from the dominant north-south strike (left panel385

of figure 6). Segments F, G and H comprise the connection through Palu Bay, where F386

and H are partly onshore so that their strike angles are fixed based on the visible fault387

trace. Segment O represents the normal fault parallel to the main rupture; the fault in388

the Belaesang peninsula we model by segment N; the deep cross-basin fault by segment389

P. We subdivide the shallow segments (0 - 7 km depth) in multiple patches that increase390

in size with depth to impose increasing smoothness with depth; the cross-basin fault ranges391

from 7 to 22 km depth (see supplementary section 5 for more details).392

4.1.2 Slip inversion393

We apply a Bayesian approach that samples the posterior probability density func-394

tion (PDF) of each model parameter through a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme,395

incorporating an automatic step size selection (Bagnardi & Hooper, 2018). We use rect-396

angular dislocation sources in an elastic half-space (Okada, 1985) with a Poisson’s ra-397

tio of ν = 0.25 and a shear modulus of 32 GPa. We solve for slip magnitude, in a 0-398

10 m range, and rake per patch, for which constraints are needed to avoid alternating399

slip directions from patch to patch. For the strike-slip segments we constrain the rake400

to be in the -20◦ to 20◦ range as we expect the rupture to be dominated by the left-lateral401

strike-slip. Right-stepping fault bends (H, I, K) have rake constraints of 0◦ to 90◦ (i.e.402

thrusting with a left-lateral component), while the left-stepping fault bends (B, N) and403

the parallel normal fault (O) have a -90◦ to 0◦ rake constraint (normal faulting with a404

left-lateral component), to reflect the expected compression and extension, respectively,405

for a left-lateral fault system.406

We solve for the dip angle of each segment. The asymmetry of the displacements407

suggests east dipping faults, except for the most southerly segment A (figure 3). The min-408

imum dip angle for strike-slip segments is 40◦ and 30◦ for the remaining segments. Seg-409

ments F and H are continuations of onshore segments (E and I, respectively) and we solve410

for their endpoints below the bay; the length and orientation of segment G are thus (free)411

parameters, as this segment is entirely located offshore.412

As the slip magnitudes of the deep patches are usually poorly constrained by the413

surface observations, changes in the slip magnitudes of the deep patches may not cause414

a large change to the posterior probability. Therefore, we apply a prior constraint on the415

seismic moment, assuming a Gaussian distribution with the mean from the USGS so-416

lution (2.497·1020 N·m−1) and a 10% standard deviation. Simultaneously we estimate417

a plane for the SAR-derived data to solve for reference errors. The inversion result con-418

sists of posterior probability density functions for all estimated parameters, based on a419

large set of tested fault slip solutions (∼ 5 million), with a varying fit to the data.420

4.1.3 Fault orientation below the bay: six model scenarios421

Because there is no data that precisely locates the course of the rupture below the422

bay, we test different scenarios, shown in figure 6, which only differ with respect to the423

bay segments (i.e. F, G and H). Here, we vary the slip constraints and/or fault orien-424

tation between four different tectonically feasible scenarios. The shallow rupture below425

the bay may include left-lateral strike-slip faults as a continuation of the onshore faults,426

as well as a right-stepping fault bend to connect the parallel segments north and south427
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Figure 6. Fault model surface trace geometry. Left panel: fault discretization in segments and

slip constraints. The rectangle depicts the bay section. Right panel: six model scenarios for the

bay section of the rupture. Thick black line represents the segmentation of the fault trace. The

shallow curved segments in figure 5 (red line) are represented in the model by planar planes with

a dip angle that is consistent with the updip part of the flower structure, as this dip angle has

the largest imprint on the surface displacements. Shallow segments A to O span depths between

0 - 7 km. The deep cross-basin fault P ranges between 7 - 22 km depth. Background: model

bathymetry.

.
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of the bay. In this context the fault bend would become a restraining bend, leading to428

a combination of left-lateral strike-slip and thrusting (i.e., transpression). In Scenario429

I we consider segment H to be the complete fault bend, implying dominant thrusting;430

segments F and G are forced to be strike-slip segments. Alternatively, to allow for a grad-431

ual strike change of the fault bend, in Scenario II we consider both H and G to be fault432

bends, and only F is considered strike-slip. Scenario III explores the possibility that all433

bay segments are dominantly strike-slip. Next, as some studies advocated for a tsunami434

source relatively far south in the Bay, based on tsunami arrival times at the Pantoloan435

tide gauge (Carvajal et al., 2019), we force the location of significant uplift, i.e. the fault436

bend, to be in the southern part of the Bay in Scenario IV. To do so, we set the mid-437

dle segment G as the fault bend, while we set the northern and southern segments F and438

H as strike-slip in Scenario IV. We fix the length of the northern bay segment H at 10439

km, such that the fault bend G situates at the 170 s travel time contour from Carvajal440

et al. (2019). Scenario V is a variation on the former, where the southern segment F has441

a free strike. As a last model we investigate a possible discontinuity in the rupture prop-442

agation, with no slip on the middle bay segment, resulting in a step-over between the443

two parallel fault segments H and F in Scenario VI (a setup previously explored by Williamson444

et al. (2020)). To suppress possible vertical motions within the 170 s travel time con-445

tour with respect to Pantoloan, we add quasi-observations of zero vertical displacement446

(with a standard deviation of 1 mm) above segment H in scenarios IV, V and VI.447

4.1.4 Model initialisation448

To cover a broad search space for the fault parameters that we aim to estimate,449

especially the fault geometry below the bay, we apply simulated annealing in the first450

steps of our inversion. We apply the simulated annealing approach (Van Laarhoven &451

Aarts, 1987) to scenarios I, IV, V and VI to test model parameters in a large search452

space. We then use the optimal solutions inverted from the simulated annealing as the453

initial solutions of the later Bayesian inversion for scenarios I, IV, V and VI, whereas454

the initial solutions of model scenarios II and III are adapted from the optimal (MAP)455

solution of the Bayesian inversion of scenario I.456

5 Tsunami modeling and bathymetry457

For the numerical simulation of the tsunami propagation and inundation we make458

use of an unstructured finite-volume model, H2Ocean (Cui et al., 2010, 2012). The model459

is based on the nonlinear shallow water equations discretized using a finite volume ap-460

proach. H2Ocean preserves mass and momentum in local cells as well as maintaining the461

positivity of the water depth in the case of wetting and drying. The model was success-462

fully used to simulate the evolution and maximum run-up and inundation height of the463

2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami and 2011 Tohoku Tsunami (Cui et al., 2010; Hooper et al.,464

2013; Shimozono et al., 2014).465

The combined DTM/Bathymetry grid for the tsunami modeling has an 8 m DTM466

resolution and 60 m bathymetry resolution, and is based on data provided by BIG (Badan467

Informasi Geospasial, Indonesia). We have calibrated both DTM and bathymetry to mean468

sea level (see supplementary section 7). The reported RMS error of the DTM is 2.79 m.469

We use a computational mesh, generated using OceanMesh2D (Roberts et al., 2019), with470

a 5-10 m resolution for the inundated area inside Palu Bay and the adjacent coastal area.471

We decrease the grid resolution gradually to 250 m close to the epicenter and down to472

2.5 km in the Makassar basin west of Sulawesi.473

The tsunami model is driven by instantaneous vertical displacements of the sea sur-474

face and bed. The effective vertical displacement is calculated following Tanioka and Sa-475
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take (1996):476

d = −ux
∂H

∂x
− uy

∂H

∂y
+ uz (1)

where ux, uy and uz are the displacement components in east, north and up directions477

from the co-seismic slip model, respectively, and H is the bathymetry (defined here pos-478

itive upward, hence the minus signs). Since the earthquake occurred close to the time479

of the high tide, the tidal elevation may contribute significantly to the tsunami inunda-480

tion. Therefore, we set the initial still water level to 0.85 m, the tidal elevation level ob-481

served at the Pantoloan tide gauge just before the earthquake. We use a quadratic fric-482

tion law with a Chezy coefficient of 0.003. The timesteps are variable and are determined483

by setting the Courant number to 0.8 (Cui et al., 2010).484

We compare modeled tsunami elevations η with video waveforms derived by Carvajal485

et al. (2019), by computing the relative tsunami elevation, that takes into account the486

vertical displacement of a point of observation:487

ηrel = η − uz (2)

whereas for computing inundation we update the bathymetry by d, the spatial vertical488

displacement. To compute inundation distance and runup height along the coastline (taken489

as the zero contour from the combined DTM/bathymetry) we use the following proce-490

dure. For each inundated grid point on land we find the nearest point on the coastline491

(projection of the inundated grid point onto the coastline) and calculate the distance be-492

tween the two. Next we divide the coastline into short segments (∼ 10m). We then com-493

pare inundation heights and distances to the coastline of the grid points projected into494

the same segment. Per segment, we take the largest distance as the inundation distance495

and the maximum inundation height as the runup height.496

Tsunami model sensitivity to slip uncertainties497

Because tsunami models are computationally expensive, we do not run all mod-498

els that underly the slip inversion, instead we focus on the optimally fitting model for499

each scenario. Still, we want to be able to test how uncertainties in the slip solutions af-500

fect tsunami model results, and hence how robust our tsunami model results are for each501

of the fault scenarios. Therefore, for each scenario we draw a number of less likely mod-502

els from the large distribution of fault slip solutions. We run the tsunami model for a503

selection of less likely models, which we select based on i) deviations with respect to the504

mean vertically displaced water volume, or ii) differences compared to the mean verti-505

cal displacement field.506

5.1 Tsunami inundation distance from satellite imagery507

We derive tsunami inundation by classifying pre-post tsunami satellite imagery from508

the Planet (2018-10-01) and Worldview-3 (2017-11-04; 2018-02-20; 2018-08-17; 2018-10-509

01; 2018-10-02) archives. For this purpose, we visually compare the pre- and post-tsunami510

satellite images to manually detect changes that indicate tsunami impact (e.g. coastline511

changes, debris cover, etc) and digitize the outlines of inundated areas based on this com-512

parison. We take the minimum distance from the inundation outline to the coast to de-513

rive the inundation distance. For survey data, we use the reported locations from runup514

height and inundation height observations (Omira et al. (2019); Putra et al. (2019); Syam-515

sidik et al. (2019); Mikami et al. (2019); Goda et al. (2019); Widiyanto et al. (2019)) and516

project these on the coastline to compute inundation distances that are consistent with517

the other calculated inundation distances.518
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Figure 7. Estimated median fault slip distribution (Scenario IV). (top) Slip magnitude, with

arrows indicating slip direction. (bottom) Uncertainties of the slip magnitude, shown as the

half-width of the 95% confidence interval, estimated from the slip probability distributions. Bay

segments are F,G and H.
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6 Finite fault slip estimate519

General fault and slip characteristics520

The Bayesian slip inversion results in a probability distribution for the estimated521

fault geometry and slip parameters. Figure 7 shows our median estimate for the fault522

slip distribution (Scenario IV, but results for the different scenarios only differ in the Bay523

area), demonstrating a dominance of shallow strike-slip, mostly limited to the upper 10524

km. On the segments south of the bay, large slip (>5 m) continues up to the surface, whereas525

segments north of the bay feature no or minor slip on the upper segments, implying that526

the rupture does not reach the surface there. On the north-south striking segments strike-527

slip is dominant, but we find significant dip-slip at the fault bend segments. Specifically,528

we estimate a large normal component (> 1 m) on the releasing fault bend segment B,529

in southern Palu Valley, clearly connected to the large subsidence observed by GPS and530

SAR, see figure 3. Furthermore, we find significant dip-slip on the segments below the531

bay (where we expect a restraining bend), for all tested scenarios. We estimate uncer-532

tainties for inverted slip by taking the half-width of the 95% confidence interval of the533

slip probability density functions (PDF) (of which we show a selection in supplementary534

figures S9 to S11). Uncertainties in strike-slip and dip-slip components are small in the535

Palu Valley area, where we have many observations close to the surface rupture. On some536

other segments the slip is less well constrained; notably on the normal fault segment be-537

low the Sulawesi Neck (O), below the Bay (segments F, G, H) and the deeper parts of538

the Sulawesi Neck segments K and L. Especially on the deeper parts of the normal fault539

(O), and the deeper part of the southernmost segment the 2σ uncertainties are on the540

order of the resolved slip. We find short wavelength variability of slip; on the aforemen-541

tioned segments with high slip uncertainties, we attribute this to the absence of smooth-542

ing constraints in the inversion. On the shallow segments though - where uncertainties543

are generally low - the fluctuation of slip is likely real, as it reflects the spatial variabil-544

ity of co-seismic surface displacement along the fault (see figure 3).545

The estimated dip angles show a preference for 40-50 degrees, except below the penin-546

sula (segments K and L) and the deep segment P, see figure 8. Also, there is an approx-547

imate continuation from the shallow segments to the vertical deep fault segment. Nor-548

mal faulting on the parallel segment O reflects the observed subsidence and eastward mo-549

tions. All scenarios give similar fits to the geodetic data, supplementary figure S13 shows550

the fits to the SAR displacements fields. The displacements resulting from the median551

slip distribution well reproduce the GPS displacements, with no significant differences552

between the scenarios in the Bay area.553

Inverted slip below the bay554

555

All scenarios provide a similar fit to the surface displacements. What the scenar-556

ios have in common is that the estimated slip below the bay features significant strike-557

slip, like the remainder of the rupture. Moreover, figure 9 shows that to explain the GPS558

displacements around the bay, all scenarios require substantial thrusting below the bay.559

GPS vectors south of the bay (figure 3) point towards the fault, rather than parallel to560

the mean strike of the fault. We can only explain the azimuth of the GPS displacements561

by thrusting (dip-slip) on shallow sections of the bay segments of the fault (see supple-562

mentary figure S12). In scenarios I, II and IV, V, we have designated segments as oblique563

thrust. Those thrust segments become bends in the inversion, by having a strike devi-564

ating from the average fault strike. These bay segments also take up the largest part of565

the thrust slip (even though thrusting is allowed on the left-lateral strike segments), es-566

pecially in the most shallow parts. In Scenario III and Scenario VI, where we have not567

enforced slip to be oblique thrusting on any of the segments, thrusting occurs as well be-568

low the bay in those scenarios, but it is more distributed and its magnitude is smaller.569
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Figure 8. Posterior probability density functions (for Scenario IV ) of: (top panels) the es-

timated segment dip angles. All segments dip towards the east, except A and O dip towards

the west, and N dips towards the south. (lower row) The strike angles of the central (G) and

northern (H) bay segments with a free strike. Red lines denote the value for the MAP (optimal)

solution. For locations of the segments, see figure 7.
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Figure 9. Focus on the inverted slip (MAP) on the fault below Palu Bay for the various fault

scenarios. Bay fault segments F, G and H (from south to north) have different rake boundary

conditions between the scenarios, see figure 6. The scenarios are grouped as I, II, III having a

central fault bend, focusing dip-slip in the north (segments G and H); scenarios IV, V incorpo-

rating a southern fault bend, that allows dip-slip more southerly (segment G), whereas scenario

V features a step-over (missing segment G). The map shows the various estimated fault traces.

In Scenario III the inversion results in thrusting on all bay segments, in Scenario VI thrust-570

ing occurs mainly on the shallow parts of the southern F segment. In Scenario VI, the571

inversion prefers a strike of the most southern bay segment (F) that does not follow the572

western coast of the bay (such as in figure 1), but rather strikes to the NNE, likely in573

order to fit the azimuth of the co-seismic GPS vectors south of the bay. The estimated574

strikes, of those segments that are allowed to change during the inversion, have uncer-575

tainties on the order of a few degrees, see figure 8 for PDFs.576

Co-seismic bathymetry changes below the bay577

578

As dip-slip has the most influence on vertical co-seismic displacements, the thrust579

patterns have a direct effect on vertical displacements below the bay, implying uplift above580

the thrusting patches. Figure 10 depicts the modeled effective bathymetry change d for581

all scenarios. Major regions of effective uplift result from thrusting on faults, whereas582

distributed subsidence occurs above the down-dip end of the thrust slip. The modeled583

effective bathymetry change d (figure 10) combines the direct vertical displacements and584

the effect of horizontal displacement on steep slopes (equation 1). Figure S15 in the sup-585

plementary material shows the separated contributions from vertical and horizontal co-586

seismic displacements to the effective bathymetry change. Uplift in scenarios I, II, III587

focuses in the north of the bay, with smaller patches of uplift along the southern F seg-588

ment. The magnitude of uplift is larger for scenarios where we constrain the segments589

to be (oblique) thrusting (scenarios I, II ), with peak values around 5 m. In Scenario IV590

and V the uplifted area shifts to the south, above the central fault bend represented by591

segment G, while peak uplift values are roughly half as those of scenarios I, II. The ab-592

sence of a fault bend in Scenario VI leads to smaller uplift values compared to scenar-593

ios with a fault bend. The contributions from horizontal displacements of the sloped bathymetry594

are generally second order effects. Scenarios I, II, III predict broad regions of subsidence595

in the southern part of bay, while subsiding areas in scenarios IV, V, VI are smaller. This596
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Figure 10. Effective vertical displacements d (eq. 1) below Palu Bay due to co-seismic verti-

cal and horizontal displacements, based on the maximum posterior (MAP) of the 6 fault scenar-

ios. The black line represents the fault trace. Also shown are the six sites for which Carvajal et

al. (2019) assembled tsunami elevation waveforms, and that we use in the subsequent section to

test the fault scenarios.

subsidence is largely canceled by the effect of horizontal displacements (supplementary597

figure S15), as the northwards displacement of the sloped bay floor effectively reduces598

the bathymetry.599

7 Tsunami model results and observational constraints600

7.1 Tsunami arrival for 6 fault scenarios601

Before examining the details of the modeled tsunami evolution, we compare the602

tsunami waveforms of each scenario to the available tsunami timing observations. We603

focus primarily on the arrival times of the leading waves of elevation or depression. We604

typically neglected reflected waves as it is not possible to determine the source region605

due to the resulting interference. Subsidence is associated with negative polarity of the606
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leading wave, while uplift is associated with positive polarity. The arrival time, ampli-607

tude and polarity of the tsunami waves at the coast provide a first order check of the like-608

liness of the co-seismic uplift patterns and location. However, the observational constraints609

on the tsunami evolution are quite sparse. The most reliable sources of information are610

the waveforms at six locations along the southern and eastern bay coast that Carvajal611

et al. (2019) derived on the basis of tsunami videos made during and directly after the612

earthquake. The only tide gauge in the bay, at the harbor of Pantoloan, is likely of lit-613

tle use to observe the tsunami arrival; as data at the tide gauge has been averaged over614

30 seconds and output at a 1 minute sampling (Sepúlveda et al., 2020), it cannot be used615

to describe the short period waves that have been observed from the videos. As our in-616

version is independent of tsunami timing data, our predictions are unlikely to fit the video617

tsunami waveforms exactly. Rather we judge the models for a qualitative agreement with618

the available data.619

Figure 11 shows the model evolution of the relative tsunami elevation (equation620

2) for the first 6 minutes after the earthquake, compared to the video waveforms deduced621

by Carvajal et al. (2019).622

Northeastern sites: Pantoloan and Wani623

624

At Pantoloan the largest, and presumably first, waves have been relatively well ob-625

served by the motion of a ship in the dock by a camera. The video waveform shows a626

first major, negative wave at around 3 minutes since the start of ground shaking, followed627

by a 2.5 m wave of elevation less than 30 seconds later. We observe that all scenarios628

with a northern fault bend, scenarios I, II, III, lead to an arrival of a major positive wave629

between 1 and 2 minutes, well before the first observed wave. Scenario III leads to re-630

duced amplitudes of the first waves compared to Scenario I and II. For Wani, similar631

as for Pantoloan, scenarios I, II, III predict an early wave arrival (1 min) before the on-632

set of flooding as observed. Scenarios with a southern fault bend IV, V, VI produce a633

first, positive wave arriving 3 minutes, but underestimate the wave amplitude by approx-634

imately a factor of two.635

Southeastern sites: Dupa, Talise and Hotel KN636

637

The video waveforms for Talise and Hotel KN are based on videos that record the638

earthquake induced shaking, and have thus a reliable timing. For Talise it is merely the639

drawdown of water that is captured on the video, within a minute from the start of the640

shaking. We model a fast (< 1 minute) approach of a wave of depression near Talise and641

Hotel KN (see the supplemental videos). For scenarios I, II, III the wave of depression642

has the largest amplitude, while in scenarios V, VI this negative wave just misses Talise643

due to interference with a wave of elevation. The subsequent inundation by waves of el-644

evation is not visible from the Talise video, but it is recorded from cameras at Hotel KN,645

just south of Talise. All scenarios predict a negative wave at approximately 1 minute for646

Hotel KN (the videos at this location do not provide information on the first 1:40 min-647

utes), quickly followed by the arrival of a positive wave. Scenarios IV, V, VI predict this648

arrival 20 seconds earlier than the video waveform, scenarios I, II, III lead to a 20 sec-649

onds later arrival compared to the video waveform. Amplitudes between video waveform650

and models are very similar.651

At Dupa, north of the two former locations, the earthquake itself is not recorded652

by camera, resulting in a time bias. In the video it takes 1:50 before the arrival of the653

positive wave (Carvajal et al., 2019), while a tsunami bore can be seen close to the coast654

30 seconds prior to arrival. Assuming that the duration of the strongest earthquake shak-655

ing is about 30 seconds (as is visible in the video from nearby Talise), the arrival of the656
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positive wave can be at the earliest at 2:20 since the start of the earthquake, which is657

30 seconds earlier than suggested by Carvajal et al. (2019). Scenarios I, II, III all fea-658

ture a first negative wave, and small (< 1 m) positive waves after 2:30 minutes. Scenar-659

ios IV, V, VI do not lead to initial negative waves (due to absence of subsidence near660

Dupa), and predict the first major positive waves at 1:50 minutes.661

Palu City662

663

Whereas the nearby locations Hotel KN and Talise have very early arrival times664

of the first positive waves, Carvajal et al. (2019) suggest that the first, and positive, wave665

arrives at Palu after 3 minutes, while there is a time bias, as all videos from Palu start666

after the earthquake. Sepúlveda et al. (2020) suggest that for Palu City the time bias667

uncertainty is 30 seconds. Even though the rupture went through Palu City, waves are668

likely to arrive relatively late due to the shallow bathymetry offshore Palu. All scenar-669

ios predict an initial drawdown of water at the Palu coast (< 1 m), and positive waves670

arriving after 3 minutes. In Scenario IV, the timing of the first wave arrival at about three671

minutes corresponds to the video waveform, while the other scenarios predict a first ar-672

rival after 4-5 minutes. Except for Scenario VI, the crest amplitude is comparable to that673

of the video waveform, yet none of the models reproduce the negative wave that follows674

the first positive wave around 4 to 5 minutes after the earthquake.675

7.2 Preferred fault scenario: southern located fault bend676

In selecting a scenario that best explains the observed tsunami waveforms, we pre-677

fer scenarios that best explain arrival time and initial polarity and amplitude, while we678

disqualify scenarios that include significant initial waves that did not occur according679

to the available observations. As all our model scenarios with a northern fault bend (sce-680

narios I, II, III ) lead to a tsunami arrival that is too early in northeastern sites Pantoloan681

and Wani, we discard these scenarios. In scenarios IV, V, VI the areas of major uplift682

localize in the south, which avoids a tsunami that arrives too early in Pantoloan and Wani.683

As Scenario VI underestimates the wave amplitude in Palu City, because it lacks a fault684

bend, we discard this scenario also. We choose Scenario IV as a preferred fault scenario,685

since it explains wave amplitudes and polarity for the other sites (Dupa, Talise, Hotel686

KN and Palu City) and does a relatively good job in predicting the timing of the first687

arrivals, even though this scenario lacks significant waves in the northeast. Scenario V688

is comparable to Scenario IV, but as the latter has a more prominent southern corner689

at the fault bend (figure 10) it has more pronounced waves travelling directly towards690

Palu, which improves the arrival time fit. In the remainder of the paper we show results691

for scenario IV, and include the other scenarios in the supplementary section 8.692

Spatiotemporal evolution of the initial tsunami waves693

Our preferred scenario IV predicts the propagation of two approximate north-south694

wave fronts in the direction of both the western and eastern bay coastlines, see figure695

12. At 1:40 after the earthquake, the model predicts reflections at the western coast that696

take the form of localized elevation perturbations (between latitudes -0.85 and -0.8), which697

result in subsequent ringing (see supplemental video S1). At the east coast the positive698

polarity waves arrive shortly after 1:40. The panels show also the relatively slow approach699

of several tsunami fronts towards western Palu, which approach Palu from different di-700

rections (3:20 and 4:10) due to the local shallow bathymetry. In this scenario the waves701

radiating towards the north have only moderate amplitudes compared to the waves trav-702

eling in the N-E and southern directions.703
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Figure 11. Approximate tsunami height at six locations for which tsunami observations are

available, based on video analysis from Carvajal et al. (2019), and model predictions for tsunami

height. For locations see figure 10. Time series for Dupa and Palu City have a bias in timing

as the start of the videos does not include the earthquake (Sepúlveda et al., 2020). Scenario IV

represents our preferred solution. A dashed line represents a lower confidence estimate (Carvajal

et al., 2019).
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Figure 12. The evolution of the tsunami elevation (w.r.t. tide at the earthquake time) of sce-

nario IV at 6 different epochs. The continuous evolution of the tsunami elevation can be found in

supplemental video S1.
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7.3 Comparison to survey runup data704

We compare modeled runup to observations from field surveys and optically de-705

rived runup distances in figure 13. This figure shows runup and inundation height as a706

function of distance along the coast, subdivided in the western, southern (Palu City) and707

eastern coast. To improve visibility of the optically derived inundation distance, we ap-708

ply a moving median filter of 250 m length, and show the 1-99 percentiles within this709

window as a measure of variability. In general terms our model produces comparable runup710

heights as reported from surveys, with maximum values around 8 m (around Watusampu711

at the west coast of the bay). Only around Wani and Pantoloan do we systematically712

underestimate the runup heights. The runup comparison also strongly favors models with713

a fault bend in the southern part of the bay, as scenarios I, II, III consistently overes-714

timate runup in the north of the bay and underestimate runup heights along the south-715

ern bay coast (see supplemental figure S16 ).716

Inundation distances derived from satellite imagery agree well with inundation dis-717

tances that we compute from surveyed locations. We model inundation distances in west-718

ern Palu City that are comparable to those observed, but underestimate inundation dis-719

tance at many other locations. We do not use reported flow depths because the DTM720

is at many places not representative for the coastal topography due to inclusion of veg-721

etation and buildings.722

Robustness of the preferred scenario723

Using the preferred Scenario IV, the uncertainties in the slip distribution have only724

a modest effect on the tsunami evolution, as supplemental figure S19 shows that the MAP725

solution and the selection of extreme models have nearly identical tsunami model results.726

The timing, amplitude and polarity of the tsunami elevation is very similar compared727

to the maximum posterior model (MAP), suggesting that under certain fault boundary728

conditions (i.e. the fault scenarios) the tsunami evolution is not very sensitive to uncer-729

tainties in slip distribution.730

8 Discussion731

The 28 September 2018 Mw 7.5 Palu, (predominantly) strike-slip earthquake un-732

expectedly generated a tsunami in Palu Bay. In this study, we integrate a large set of733

geodetic data to determine a high-resolution 3D surface deformation field, invert for sub-734

surface slip distributions for several plausible (offshore) finite fault scenarios, and com-735

pare consequent tsunami models with available observations. The subsequent sections736

consider the strengths and limitations of our approach and the available data, and our737

interpretation of these data compared to previous studies. Finally, we broaden the im-738

plications of transtensional and transpressional tectonics to the tsunamigenesis of strike-739

slip faults.740

8.1 Resolving co-seismic displacements741

Fault trace742

Our combination of co-seismic GPS and SAR data provides a view on the surface743

displacements that is complimentary to earlier reports, but also uncovers previously un-744

known aspects. The north-south displacements, typical for a left-lateral strike-slip fault745

(figure 3 or supplemental figure S4 for the north component only), confirm earlier reports746

of a offsets of a few meter on surface ruptures in Palu Valley, based on optical data (Sotiris747

et al., 2018; Socquet et al., 2019; Jamelot et al., 2019; He et al., 2019; Bacques et al., 2020).748

In our analysis the surface rupture is best resolved using the SAR azimuth offsets and749

MAI (see supplemental figures S13 to S13). In the Sulawesi Neck we find no clear indi-750
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Figure 13. Comparison of observed runup height and inundation distance with results from

the preferred Scenario IV. The middle panel shows the surveyed locations. The two left pan-

els show modeled and observed the inundation distances, and the runup height at the west bay

coast, respectively. The two right panels show the runup height and inundation distances for

the east coast, respectively. The two lower panels show the same quantities for the southern bay

coast, around Palu City. The inundation height and distances should be regarded as minimum

values for that particular site. Surveyed runup heights and inundation distances are taken from

Omira et al. (2019); Putra et al. (2019); Syamsidik et al. (2019); Mikami et al. (2019); Goda et

al. (2019); Widiyanto et al. (2019). We apply a moving median filter to our optically derived

inundation distance and to the modeled quantities (as a function of location at the coast), with a

moving window of 250 m, and show the 1-99 percentile within this moving window.
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cation of a sharp surface rupture, which may either indicate that slip did not reach the751

surface or that the displacement occurred in a more distributed sense by off-fault defor-752

mation. We do find strong indications of normal faulting, parallel to the main fault in753

the Sulawesi Neck that has not been reported previously. All GPS and SAR observations754

have been acquired within a few weeks after the earthquake: 1 to 42 days for a few GPS755

sites, and within 4 to 27 days for the SAR data. Nijholt et al. (2021) report post-seismic756

displacements on the order of a few cm in the first year since the event, which is two or-757

ders of magnitude smaller than the largest co-seismic estimates. So, while our observa-758

tions are not purely co-seismic we expect relatively small contamination from post-seismic759

relaxation. Still, the estimated normal faulting in the Sulawesi Neck is mostly based on760

SAR-displacement fields based on data 18 to 27 days after the actual earthquake, and761

the weighted root mean square misfit peaks around the inferred normal fault (see sup-762

plemental figure S8). Hence, we cannot rule out that the activity observed off the main763

fault in the Sulawesi Neck has been an ongoing process unfolding during the observa-764

tional period.765

Tectonic setting766

The tectonic setting of the Palu Bay and Valley conforms to a transtensional basin:767

a main subsurface fault underlying the sedimentary basin(s) splays upward into distinct,768

small-scale fault strands in a negative flower structure (see figure 5). The orientation of769

Riedel shear structures, which are commonly attributed to strike-slip faults (figure 4),770

and the azimuth of interseismic velocities (Socquet et al., 2006) support that the main771

subsurface fault runs approximately parallel to the inferred fault traces at the Sulawesi772

Neck. Such an azimuth is in accordance with e.g., Walpersdorf, Vigny, et al. (1998), and773

our deep fault orientation is different from the previously assumed offshore continuation.774

Namely, many studies assumed that the main fault trace along the west side of Palu Val-775

ley continued approximately along the west side of Palu Bay (Bellier et al., 2001, 2006;776

Natawidjaja et al., 2020). We concur with Stevens et al. (1999) that the deep, main fault777

trace is likely east of Palu Bay. While the overall setting is transtensional (figure 5), we778

observe multiple onshore fault bends, both releasing bends leading to slip with a large779

normal component, as well as restraining bends that involve thrusting (figure 7).780

GPS displacement azimuth variation781

We find that the azimuths of the co-seismic displacements are mostly parallel to782

the average strike (350◦). However, south of the bay, around Palu City, GPS co-seismic783

displacement vectors point consistently more to the west than elsewhere at comparable784

distances to the fault. These details in the displacement field are important for the in-785

terpretation of slip and fault geometry below the bay, where no direct observation of the786

surface displacement is possible. He et al. (2019) estimate a co-seismic 3D displacement787

field based on azimuth and range offsets from ALOS-2, from one ascending and one de-788

scending orbit and optical data from Sentinel-2. While they observe a similar displace-789

ment field as we present, their noise levels are larger, as SAR offsets and optical data have790

a lower precision than our dataset. Therefore, the addition of GPS data is important to791

detect the deviating co-seismic displacement azimuth south of the bay.792

Vertical displacements793

The vertical co-seismic displacement along the fault is generally minor; on the or-794

der of a few 10s of cm, see figure 3. Only along fault bends, do we observe significant795

subsidence or uplift. Notably, along the southern releasing bend we observe up to 1.8796

meter subsidence (indicated in figure 3 by d), which is well constrained by GPS site PNDE.797

Previously, there were no good constraints on the vertical co-seismic displacements, even798

though the lower signal-to-noise vertical displacement estimate from He et al. (2019) al-799
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ready hinted at significant subsidence north of the southern, releasing, fault bend in Palu800

Valley. While smaller in magnitude, we observe notable uplift north of two restraining801

fault bends in the Sulawesi Neck, indicated by e in figure 3.802

Our study benefits from the combination of SAR and GPS data, and lacks the spu-803

rious displacements that are often found in the far-field results from optical data or SAR804

offset data. The large dataset also allows us to observe secondary features, such as the805

subsidence and westward motion in the Sulawesi Neck, east of the main fault.806

8.2 Inferred slip distribution807

Shallowness of rupture808

The 2018 Sulawesi earthquake can be described as a generally shallow event; es-809

pecially in Palu Valley, our slip inversion indicates that peak slip (up to 10 m) occurred810

in the upper 7 km with significant slip right up to the surface. While localized slip does811

not seem to have reached the surface in the Sulawesi Neck, slip prevails in the upper 7812

km. Only at a few isolated locations does our inversion put relatively large (> 5 m) slip813

below 7 km on the deeper, straight fault segment. This is a similar picture as in Socquet814

et al. (2019); Williamson et al. (2020); He et al. (2019); Bacques et al. (2020), where the815

latter two studies also find a lack of very shallow slip below the Sulawesi Neck. In our816

model there is considerable variation in the amount of strike-slip in the shallow portions817

of the fault in Palu Valley, which we relate to the variability in fault-parallel and fault-818

perpendicular displacements, see figure 3 or supplemental figure S4 for separate eastwards819

and northwards displacement. Seismology-based finite fault solutions lack the sensitiv-820

ity to constrain the segmented geometry of the fault, and fault bends in particular, and821

thus have limited power for understanding tectonic causes of the subsequent tsunami.822

While seismological inversions recover a large slip asperity in the southern portion of the823

rupture, some studies place the large slip area too far north, in the bay rather than in824

Palu Valley (USGS, 2018; Yolsal-Çevikbilen & Taymaz, 2019). As Lee et al. (2019) show,825

seismological slip solutions can be more in agreement with geodesy around the location826

of the large slip in the southern part of the rupture when allowing higher rupture veloc-827

ities. Generally, slip models based on seismological data confirm that the peak slip dur-828

ing the event was shallow (<10 km) (Fang et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020).829

The shallow depths of the rupture agree well with the interseismic locking in the upper830

12 km only, as inferred from GPS data (Socquet et al., 2006).831

Sensitivity of the geodetic data to sub-bay slip832

Whereas co-seismic uplift from thrusting below the bay cannot be observed directly,833

we infer thrusting on a restraining fault bend below the bay, connecting the clearly ob-834

servable north and south onshore fault strands, to explain GPS and SAR displacements835

(figure 9). Thrusting below the bay has been proposed before by Socquet et al. (2019)836

and He et al. (2019), but most previous fault slip solutions for the Palu earthquake have837

been hampered by lack of constraints on vertical deformation, or have relied on north-838

south displacements only. In our various fault scenarios, the thrusting on fault bends is839

largest when we allow thrusting to become larger than the left-lateral strike-slip com-840

ponent (i.e. scenarios I, II, IV, V ). As figure 10 shows, uplift of more than 2 m concen-841

trates above the fault bend segments in these scenarios. In other fault models, such large842

dip-slip, and accompanying uplift, is either lacking (Y. Wang et al., 2019; Williamson843

et al., 2020; Bacques et al., 2020) or has a smaller magnitude (Socquet et al., 2019; He844

et al., 2019; Jamelot et al., 2019; Sepúlveda et al., 2020).845

Our estimated dip angle of the thrust segments is also considerably smaller than846

the large dip angles in other studies: 70−90◦ (Sepúlveda et al., 2020); 60◦ (Socquet et847

al., 2019); 65◦ (Ulrich et al., 2019); 70◦ (He et al., 2019). The subdivision of our fault848
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model into a shallow and deep part allows a gentler dip angle in the shallow parts, and849

a steep dip for the deep fault. The dip-angle has a large influence on balance between850

the estimated uplift and subsidence below the bay. Large, near-vertical, dip angles lead851

to comparable uplift and subsidence magnitudes (Ulrich et al., 2019; Bacques et al., 2020),852

while our models (figure 8) clearly prefer shallow dip angles of around 45-50◦. Compa-853

rable dips are only found in Jamelot et al. (2019), who find a preference for a 45◦ dip854

angle for the fault bend - in a setup similar to Scenario I - which leads to predominant855

uplift and only minor subsidence above the deeper parts of the rupture. Only the on-856

shore fault segments in the north of the Sulawesi Neck (K,L) favor contrastingly large857

dip angles (comparable to the USGS moment tensor solution with a 66◦ dip (USGS, 2018)).858

We find a single case of westward dip, in the southernmost part of the rupture. On the859

other hand all fault bends (also those onshore) clearly favor much shallower dips (fig-860

ure 8).861

We also resolve considerable thrusting in a scenario without explicit thrust con-862

straints on the sub-bay fault bend (Scenario III ), yet it is more distributed (figure 9).863

In the scenario without a fault bend, but rather a step-over (Scenario VI ), the inver-864

sion leads to thrusting on the southern bay segment. In this case there is a distinct strike865

change compared to the fault onshore, in order to explain the nearby GPS displacements.866

The fit to the GPS displacements and SAR data in the vicinity of the fault, is compa-867

rable for all scenarios.868

Secondary faults869

The eastward and subsiding motion east of the fault in the Sulawesi Neck, around870

latitude 0.5◦S, can be explained by normal faulting, parallel to the main strike-slip rup-871

ture. Following Socquet et al. (2019), we partly explain the eastward and subsiding dis-872

placements in the Balaesang Peninsula - observed by InSAR and SAR range offsets from873

pair 3 (figure supplementary figure S13) - by normal faulting on a southward dipping fault.874

This fault possibly connects the fault on the Sulawesi Neck to the presumed northward875

continuation of the Palu-Koro fault offshore. Alternatively, He et al. (2019) explain the876

displacements in the Balaesang Peninsula by a fully offshore fault, running approximately877

parallel to the onshore main fault. Because of the lack of a clear fault trace, and as most878

of the apparent fault is offshore, no definite statement about the source of the co-seismic879

displacement on the peninsula can be made.880

8.3 Tsunami potential of the co-seismic displacements881

On the basis of the fault model by Socquet et al. (2019), Carvajal et al. (2019) ar-882

gue that a tsunami driven by deformation due to fault slip cannot match the observed883

tsunami amplitude. Similar arguments have been put forward by Heidarzadeh et al. (2019)884

and Jamelot et al. (2019) regarding insufficient model runup compared to observed runup885

heights by post-tsunami surveys. A number of studies propose landslides as the (par-886

tial) source for the tsunami (Takagi et al., 2019; Gusman et al., 2019; Pakoksung et al.,887

2019; Sepúlveda et al., 2020; Williamson et al., 2020; Nakata et al., 2020). Schambach888

et al. (2020) model tectonic (using models from Socquet et al. (2019); Jamelot et al. (2019);889

Ulrich et al. (2019)) and landslide tsunami sources, where the latter are based on pre-890

and post-earthquake bathymetry analyses of Liu et al. (2020). We argue that the pro-891

posed landslide dominance of the tsunami is tentative, mostly due to the fact that pre-892

vious finite fault slip models have underestimated the uplift due to dip-slip below the893

bay. Furthermore, most landslide sources are rather speculative, and the timing of the894

landslide sources is unconstrained. Liu et al. (2020) study bathymetry changes between895

pre-earthquake surveys from 2014, 2015 and 2017 and post-earthquake surveys conducted896

in October and November 2018. Differences between the 2014 or 2015 bathymetry and897

the post-earthquake bathymetry reveal bathymetry changes (> 50 m) that are much larger898

than the changes at presumed submarine landslide locations, and results from 2014 are899
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not consistent with those from 2015. On the other hand, the 2017 survey only covers a900

small part of the northern bay (close to Pantoloan), but differences with the post-earthquake901

survey are much more localized, providing reasonable indications for at least two sub-902

marine landslides close to Wani and Pantoloan.903

Southeastern coast904

While we do not rule out contributions from landslides, or more specifically, sub-905

marine landslides, our models show that displacements due to co-seismic slip are most906

likely the major tsunami source. This applies especially to the stretch of coast between907

Palu City northeastwards to Dupa, where timing constraints on the first tsunami arrival908

are available. An interesting feature of the video analysis of Carvajal et al. (2019) is the909

early (1-2 min) arrival of the first tsunami waves in the southeast coast of the bay (Ho-910

tel KN, Talise and Dupa) compared to more northern sites at the eastern coast (Pan-911

toloan, Wani) (3 min) suggesting a source within the southern part of the Bay. Takagi912

et al. (2019) proposed (submarine) landslide sources at the western bay coast, but mod-913

eled arrival times for the southeastern coast at the video waveform locations are 1 to 2914

minutes too late. Similar results can be found in Liu et al. (2020) and Schambach et al.915

(2020), where landslide-only tsunami models cannot explain arrival times in the south-916

eastern bay coast. Alternatively, all our models reproduce the arrival times and polar-917

ity in this area (Hotel KN, Talise and Dupa, figure 11), even though our arrival times918

may be off by 30 seconds. This leaves open slight deviations in exact uplift locations, but919

requires a location within the bay, rather than submarine landslides at the western bay920

coast.921

Western coast922

Our preferred Scenario IV can explain all observed runup heights at the west coast,923

except that we predict the runup height peak of 8-9 m at Watusampu to occur slightly924

farther north than what has been observed (figure 13). Scenarios with a northern fault925

bend, e.g. I, II, III, unanimously overestimate the runup in the northern parts of the926

bay (see supplemental figure S16), which is an additional clue that the uplift should be927

located more to the south, such as in our preferred scenario IV. Our preferred fault sce-928

nario predicts very early arrival of the tsunami waves at the west coast, at around 1:30929

minutes, see figure 12. The features that look like rings of sea surface elevation at the930

western bay coast as photographed from an airplane 1:50 minutes after the event have931

been interpreted as landslide sources Carvajal et al. (2019), but our model also produces932

similar features after the first waves hit the coast and reflect after 1:40 minutes (figure933

12, and supplemental video S1).934

Palu City935

The relatively late tsunami arrival (5-6 min) at Palu can be explained by the shal-936

low bathymetry (as also noted by Takagi et al. (2019)) offshore western Palu. The fault937

scenario with a clear fault bend (our preferred Scenario IV ) leads to the best arrival time,938

and most of our models can reproduce the up to 5 m of runup height here (figure 13, and939

supplemental figure S16 for the other scenarios). The model suggests a complex wave940

arrival pattern, with multiple waves traveling both from the northeast as well as the north-941

west, a characteristic that Carvajal et al. (2019) also observe from their video analysis.942

Wani and Pantoloan943

Since the geodetic co-seismic observations allow for various fault geometries below944

the bay, additional data are required to constrain the fault geometry setup. While ar-945

rival times of the first tsunami wave in the southeastern part of the bay are relatively946
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insensitive to the fault geometry, the arrival time at Pantoloan (and to a minor degree947

Wani) puts a tighter constraint on the tsunami source. Models with uplift above the north-948

ern sub-bay segment of the fault, scenarios I, II, III, always lead to an overly early ar-949

rival at Pantoloan. Previously, results from Ulrich et al. (2019); Jamelot et al. (2019);950

Williamson et al. (2020); Schambach et al. (2020) illustrate the difficulty to explain the951

Pantoloan tsunami arrival times when the co-seismic source is close to the location where952

the rupture entered the bay. As an exception, Gusman et al. (2019) propose a co-seismic953

vertical displacement field that places Pantoloan exactly at the hinge line that divides954

an area of uplift from a subsiding area, but it is difficult to relate this long-wavelength955

displacement field to a tectonic source. Late tsunami arrival in Pantoloan naturally places956

the fault bend more southerly in the bay. In scenarios IV, V, VI we used the 170 s travel957

time contour of Carvajal et al. (2019) to locate areas of significant vertical displacements.958

Such a southern fault bend location, however, does not explain 2 m waves observed at959

Pantoloan and Wani, since largest waves travel perpendicularly to the fault bend (roughly960

east-west), rather than towards the north. Also the observed negative polarity of the first961

arrival at Pantoloan poses a problem, as all our model scenarios predict a positive wave962

travelling to all coasts, because of the predominance of uplift compared to subsidence963

(similar to models from Sepúlveda et al. (2020); Williamson et al. (2020); Schambach964

et al. (2020)).965

Tsunami potential of co-seismic displacement966

From the range of tested fault scenarios below the bay, we can confidently state that967

at least the tsunami observed in the southern part of the bay is directly related to the968

earthquake rupture. The arrival time in this section can best be explained with a source969

located in the deeper parts of southern bay, where we predict up to 2 m uplift in our pre-970

ferred scenario. All tested scenarios that explain the geodetic observations lead to runup971

heights that are of the same order as what has been observed by post-earthquake sur-972

veys (see figure 13 and supplementary figure S16 for the remaining scenarios). While the973

available tsunami timing data are sparse, the runup and inundations heights have been974

well sampled along the bay. Bathymetric surveys put minimal constraints on possible975

landslide sources along the western and southern coast, and while we do not rule out such976

sources of tsunami waves, landslides are not needed to explain the general arrival time977

and polarity of the leading waves, and observed runup along most of the bay coast.978

Contrastingly, we have not been able to find fault geometries that can explain the979

relatively late arrival of tsunami waves at Pantoloan and Wani, even though these sites980

are quite close to the location where the rupture has entered the bay from the Sulawesi981

Neck. This leaves the option open for other sources, such as tsunami waves generated982

by landslides, especially sites close to Pantoloan, as advocated by Liu et al. (2020) and983

Schambach et al. (2020). From the bathymetric study by Liu et al. (2020) there are in-984

dications for such landslides, and assuming a 75 s delay compared to the rupture time985

Schambach et al. (2020) find a good agreement with the video waveforms at Wani and986

Pantoloan based on landslide sources only. On the other hand, based on the same land-987

slide sources, Liu et al. (2020) have difficulty in explaining the arrival of the second, pos-988

itive waves in Wani and Pantoloan, which suggests a significant sensitivity to the exact989

parametrization of the landslide sources.990

Seismological studies report that the Palu earthquake rupture propagated at speeds991

higher than the shear wave velocity, also known as a supershear rupture (Bao et al., 2019;992

Li et al., 2020; Ulrich et al., 2019). Coupled rupture and tsunami models show that tsunami993

wave timing and magnitude is relatively insensitive to rupture speed (sub-shear or super-994

shear speed) when the static fault slip is similar (Elbanna et al., 2021). Furthermore,995

the long waveperiod (∼ 0.5 min) and largest amplitude waves are still generated by the996

permanent co-seismic deformation, just as for earthquakes rupturing at sub-shear speeds997

(Ohmachi et al., 2001; Maeda & Furumura, 2013). As our geodetic observations actu-998
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ally constrain the offshore permanent co-seismic displacements, we already capture the999

relevant features of the tectonically induced tsunami waves.1000

As the only available topography data are based on a digital terrain model, that1001

includes vegetation, our model has difficulties explaining the inundation distances such1002

as observed by post-tsunami surveys, as our onshore topography is biased. Tests with1003

lower friction values of the sea bed (for a definition see section 5) do not lead to signif-1004

icant different inundation distances. We are not aware of any other study to the Palu1005

tsunami that compares modeled with observed inundation distances.1006

8.4 Relevance for other transtensional basins1007

In recent years, an increasing number of tsunamis have been related to (the direct1008

consequences of co-seismic) strike-slip events, i.e., offshore the Philippines (Imamura et1009

al., 1995), offshore Canada (Rabinovich et al., 2008), within the Sea of Marmara (Altınok1010

& Ersoy, 2000), near and along Haiti (Hornbach et al., 2010; Poupardin et al., 2020), at1011

the San Andreas fault (Geist & Zoback, 1999), in New Zealand (King, 2015), at Whar-1012

ton Basin (Gusman et al., 2017) and within the Dead Sea (Frucht et al., 2019). This in-1013

cludes settings where strike-slip earthquakes caused tsunamigenic aftershock activity on1014

nearby fault systems (Geist & Parsons, 2005; ten Brink et al., 2020). Notably, strike-slip1015

faults can constitute multiple fault segments at shallow levels, especially in the case of1016

transtensional basins. This thus means that an earthquake rupture in such settings is1017

likely to create localized, vertical, submarine motions able to generate significant tsunamis1018

(Geist & Zoback, 1999; Cormier et al., 2006).1019

We recognize that the transtensional tectonic setting of Palu Bay (figure 5) is very1020

similar to the well-studied Sea of Marmara and Gulf of Izmit regions of the North Ana-1021

tolian fault, in that multiple fault strands run across and below the basins in a negative1022

flower setting (Aksu et al., 2000; Yalçıner et al., 2002; Laigle et al., 2008). The differ-1023

ence with Palu Bay is that many tsunamis have been identified and attributed to exten-1024

sive tectonic activity in the Marmara Sea region (e.g. Yalçıner et al. (2002); Altınok et1025

al. (2011). For example, a multitude of dated submarine mass movements in the Mar-1026

mara Sea correlate well with documented historical earthquake ruptures (e.g., Drab et1027

al. (2012); Çağatay et al. (2012); McHugh, Braudy, et al. (2014). Importantly, we argue1028

that this does not exclude co-seismic, vertical surface motions as a potential tsunami-1029

genic source. However, in their extensive catalogue, Altınok et al. (2011) only ascribe1030

a limited amount of reported tsunamis to finite fault ruptures. Studies using tsunami1031

modeling in the Marmara Sea point towards a larger potential of (local) destructive tsunami1032

run-up due to (submarine) landslides compared to co-seismic fault ruptures (Hébert et1033

al., 2005; Latcharote et al., 2016). However, these studies include very crude (generic)1034

slip distributions on simple fault geometries. Tinti et al. (2006), on the other hand, con-1035

clude that the tsunamigenic potential in the Gulf of Izmit reasonably matches tsunami1036

observations across the shoreline for co-seismic ruptures that include a fault bend zone:1037

smaller scale faults with dip-slip motion in between (longer) segments that host dom-1038

inant strike-slip motion. The importance of submarine bends, or step-overs, in a strike-1039

slip fault zone thus rivals that of (submarine) landslides. Landslide contributions may1040

then be expressed as local (secondary) features in the tsunami observations (e.g., Tinti1041

et al. (2006)).1042

Fault bends can also act as impeding features for earthquake ruptures and fault1043

segments active on a geological time scale are not necessarily activated every single time1044

an earthquake rupture front approaches them (Biasi & Wesnousky, 2016). For example,1045

the Hershek restrictive bend connects two main segments of the North Anatolian north-1046

ern fault strand in the Sea of Marmara and the Gulf of Izmit. The notion of a contin-1047

uous surface-breaking rupture during the 1999 Izmit earthquake is debated, and the sub-1048

sidence history over the past two millennia indicates that not every major, tsunamigenic1049
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earthquake that affected this bend resulted in surface-breaking differential motion across1050

the fault interface (e.g., Özaksoy et al. (2010); Bertrand et al. (2011); Lettis et al. (2002)).1051

Fault bend activity, or vertical motion due to geometrical steps, is highly dependent on1052

the activity on its adjacent segments. Besides the potential dip-slip motion at fault bends,1053

other limbs of the negative flower structure can also host significant, oblique motion. Anal-1054

ysis of sediments along basin-bounding faults at the Sea of Marmara reveals co-seismic1055

vertical offsets of up to 1.8 m (Beck et al., 2015). Such offsets are more than enough rea-1056

son to consider the dip-slip component of any segment in a transtensional basin; distinct1057

jumps in relative vertical motions are not just limited to fault bends or step-overs. An1058

example of this is the overall subsidence in Palu Valley caused by dip-slip on main fault1059

strands (figures 3 and 7).1060

A strike-slip earthquake is likely to include a rupture across several fault segments,1061

especially when occurring in a transtensional basin. Previously, activity on several fault1062

strands has often been argued to be insufficient to explain observed inundation and runup1063

of tsunamis completely (Öztürk et al., 2000; Cormier et al., 2006), hence the requirement1064

of a secondary tsunami source. There are abundant relations between earthquakes and1065

(induced) submarine mass movements (e.g., Yalçıner et al. (2002); Hornbach et al. (2010);1066

McHugh, Seeber, et al. (2014). The presence of (submarine) fault bends or step-overs1067

is likely in a transtensional setting, yet estimates of slip distributions on such (sometimes1068

relatively small and offshore) bends are largely lacking in the literature due to the ab-1069

sence of direct observations. Therefore, it is likely that their contribution to co-seismic1070

vertical displacements has often been overlooked. We demonstrate for Palu Bay that sig-1071

nificant co-seismic uplift occurred offshore on a restraining fault bend, whereas the breath1072

of geodetic observations do not show large vertical displacements onshore on either side1073

of Palu Bay. Our inferred fault model then produces a signature that can explain a large1074

majority of the tsunami observations, without the need to invoke a predominance for (sub-1075

marine) landslide activity. Our study concurs with Tinti et al. (2006) in suggesting that1076

fault bends and step-overs may play a large role in generating tsunamis in transtensional1077

basins, whereas (submarine) landslide contributions complement the picture locally.1078

9 Conclusions1079

Based on our integration of GPS and SAR co-seismic displacements, we conclude1080

that the continuous, 3D, co-seismic displacement field resolves many features of the 20181081

Palu earthquake. This includes a sharp surface rupture in Palu Valley, but an absence1082

of a displacement discontinuity in the Sulawesi Neck. The observations are consistent1083

with a continuous left-lateral strike-slip fault system. We interpret the geodetic data with1084

a Bayesian fault inversion, and observe a number of fault bends and a secondary fault1085

in the Sulawesi Neck that we attribute to normal faulting. The Palu-Koro Fault is a con-1086

tinuous and single near-vertical fault below ∼7 km depth, that branches into multiple1087

semi-parallel fault segments towards shallower depth levels. A strike of 350◦ for the deep1088

part of the fault underlying the shallow faults forming the 2018 rupture is consistent with1089

the orientations of faults in the Palu-Koro fault region, and with interseismic velocities.1090

Still, we find that most of the slip occurred at shallow (< 7 km) depths. The magnitude1091

of displacement is generally larger east of the fault, and our inversion suggests for most1092

segments a dip angle in the range 45-50◦.1093

The observed fault bends and the inferred fault bend underneath Palu Bay con-1094

form to our interpretation of the tectonic setting as a transtensional basin. Our obser-1095

vations suggest transtensional co-seismic subsidence as well as transpressional uplift on1096

shallow fault bends. The fault bends that connect the straight, dominantly strike-slip1097

segments of the rupture have accommodated significant dip-slip motion during the earth-1098

quake. Below the bay, our model predicts uplift of the sea floor up to 2-3 m due to dip-1099

slip on an inferred fault bend, which connects the northern fault segment in the Sulawesi1100

Neck and the approximately parallel fault segment south in Palu Valley.1101
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Combining the inversion results with a tsunami model, we conclude that the tsunami1102

arrival times and wave polarity from amateur and CCTV videos in the south and south-1103

eastern part of the bay can be described with a co-seismic uplift source in the Bay. The1104

modeled tsunami, based on the finite fault, produces a spatial distribution and magni-1105

tude of runup that is close to the survey data along the coastline of Palu Bay. From the1106

various tested fault geometry scenarios below the Bay, the comparison of the model with1107

tsunami data favors a relatively southerly location in the Bay. While the majority of tsunami1108

observations can be explained by fault slip alone, the observed timing of the tsunami and1109

the runup around Pantoloan and Wani are difficult to match with a co-seismic source,1110

and are possibly caused by non-tectonic bathymetry changes. Irrespective of local effects,1111

our data and modeling indicate that fault bends have played a major role in the tsunami-1112

genesis of the 2018 Palu earthquake; fault bends may be equally important to consider1113

for tsunami hazards in comparable strike-slip settings.1114
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